The funny side of love
This is How It Happened: not a love story- Jo Barrett
Wedding Season- Katie Fforde
Ain't She Sweet? - Susan Elizabeth Phillips
Bet Me-Jennifer Crusie
Anybody Out There? - Marian Keyes
The Men I Didn't Marry- Janice Kaplan
Last Chance Llama Ranch – Hilary Fields
A Crowded Marriage- Catherine Alliott
Deep Dish by Mary Kay Andrews
The Coincidence of Coconut Cake - Amy E. Reichert

Royal Wedding - Meg Cabot
The Rosie Project - Graeme C. Simson
Charming Grace- Deborah Smith
The Goddess Rules- Clare Naylor
Nice to Come Home To-Rebecca Flowers
The Shiksa Syndrome- Laurie Graff
The Marriage Bureau For Rich People- Farahad Zama
Natural Born Charmer- Susan Elizabeth Phillips
Maynard & Jennica- Rudolph Delson
Just Friends - Robyn Sisman
Beautiful People- Wendy Holden
Gossip Hound-Wendy Holden
Being Committed- Anna Maxted
Tangled Up In You- Rachel Gibson
I'm In Mo Mood for Love- Rachel Gibson
Sugar Daddy-Lisa Kleypas
You Could Do Better- Stephanie Lehmann
Something Borrowed- Emily Giffin
Best Friends Forever- Jennifer Weiner
I Do (But I Don't)- Cara Lockwood
Tolstoy Lied: a love story- Rachel Kadish
Maneater- Gigi Levangie Grazer
Best Enemies- Jane Heller
Summer Blowout- Claire Cook
Must Love Dogs- Claire Cook
Milkrun- Sarah Mlynowski
Full Bloom- Janet Evanovich
You Dropped a Blonde On Me- Dakota Cassidy
The Dallas Women's Guide to Gold Digging with Pride- J.C. Conklin
Queen of Babble- Meg Cabot
My Life on a Plate- India Knight
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